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MAKE HCC REELS
PART OF
YOUR BLUEPRINT

FOR SUCCESS
If you want to improve
performance and
reduce combine downtime, you’ve come to
the right place.
Advanced engineering has allowed a stronger reel with fewer parts.
Steel tine reel option also available.

The same way you look for ways to improve
your business or farm, HCC uses forwardthinking engineering and design to upgrade
its reels. We offer a pickup reel with fewer
parts, stronger components, greater
visibility, and lighter weight.

Superior Component Strength
HCC Reels are built for durability.
Their bats can withstand up to twice
the load of most sheet metal or
aluminum bats thanks to bat tubes
fabricated from 14-gauge HSLA
tubing, which also reduce reel weight.
Patented, tough polymer tines provide
increased tine stiffness and feature an
integral hex drive pin that improves pin
shear strength by 75%.

Left: HCC Reels in action.
Right: The innovative layout
of HCC Reels reduces working
distance between the tines
by one third.

The center tubes feature a standard
8-inch diameter for 15- to 30-foot reel
sizes, and a 10-inch diameter is used
for reel sizes 30 feet and larger for
better support. To increase bat tube
lateral and torsional strength,
heavy 8mm crank arms are
welded into position.

The advanced, efficient design of
HCC Reels uses fewer parts, leading
to a 35-40% improvement in visibility,
which gives the operator a clearer view
of the cutter bar and crop feeding.
Because HCC Reels don’t use coil
springs or internal spider plates, there
are fewer repairs and less downtime.

 igh-Performance Tines for
H
Short or Sparse Crops
HCC offers the Paddle tine replacement system for short or sparse
crops. The Paddle’s 6-inch width lifts
and feeds crops that standard tines
miss, reducing or eliminating the
need for an expensive air reel.

Better Performance
HCC Reels use an innovative layout—
tines spaced at 6-inch increments and
bat tubes assembled to stagger the
tines—to cut down on bat wrapping,
reduce reel weight, and create an
effective tine path of 3-inch spacing.
This layout also reduces working distance between the tines by one third.
HCC Reels effectively divide, lift, and
feed standing or down crops, including soybeans, canola, wheat, lentils,
irrigated crops, rice, and milo.

Higher-Performance Harvesting
HCC’s Orbit™ Reel is designed to
eliminate the reel-auger gap. Its
unique shape resists wrapping in
green crop and allows the tines to
positively place crop into the auger,
reducing or eliminating slugging.
Plus, the Orbit Reel is designed as a
retrofit for all HCC tube-type reels
built since 1990, and it can be installed
on the farm in just a few hours.

Enhance Reel Performance
HCC’s Flip Reel Kit enhances reel
performance with its tine flipping
action that feeds heavy-duty crops
(like canola) into the header. It also
prevents crops from wrapping
around bat tubes.

PERFECT FOR

Make HCC Reels part of your blueprint for success
by calling 815-539-9371, ext. 272 or visiting www.hccinc.com!
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Since our early days of Hume pickup reels and Hart-Carter
products, HCC has been the innovator in the combine industry.
Today HCC provides reels, sieves, chaffers, and other
innovative products for your tillage and combine needs.
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